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/ PARTICULATE FILTER CLEANING MACHINE

FULLY CUSTOMIZABLE

ADVANTAGES

QUALITY MADE IN ITALY COMPONENT

DPFXMatic is produced in Italy with top quality Italian components, which guarantee great 
reliability over time.

DPFXMatic

Private label 
customization

Customized design of the 
structure, both in shape and 

in corporate colors

Graphic customization of 
the control panel with 

company logo

Software with customized 
programming according to 

customer specifications

Your brand will always be 
clearly visible

DPFXMatic by Proxind is a unique diesel particulate cleaning machine, specifically 
designed for companies producing cleaning and rinsing liquid (for diesel particulate filters).

Proxind's innovation lies in the use of a portable and fully automatic device for this function, 
to improve its performance. 

The cleaning of the particulate filter is carried out by the machine injecting the cleaning liquid 
directly into the filter, in a fully automatic way, and with no need to remove any part of the 
vehicle, thus avoiding considerable time waste.

EASY TO USE

One-man 
operation

Intuitive and fully 
automatic

Control panel with four display 
LEDs and a single button
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Diesel cars have an electronic monitoring system that monitors the functioning of the 
particulate filter. In case of malfunction, the system makes the related warning light on the 
dashboard appear.

Other signals of DPF malfunctioning are increased fuel consumption, lower car 
performance with consequent loss of engine power and engine that seems to hiccup.
In the long run, this can block or break the filter. 

In case you want to clean a blocked DPF in a traditional way, you have to:

1. Remove it
2. Use compressed air in different moments, though in a suitable environment
3. Bake the filter in several stages (in one stage, the temperature must be 615° C)

In some cases, it may be necessary to replace the filter, which can be very expensive.

To avoid these problems, preventive maintenance should be provided by cleaning the diesel particulate 
filter, thus removing dirt, soot, ashes and other contaminants that may damage the engine.

DPFXMatic by Proxind allows such treatment with no need to remove any part of the engine, thus 
ensuring considerable time and money saving.

AUTOMATED AND INTUITIVE SYSTEM

DPFXMatic by Proxind features a four-phase operation:

The DPF machine injects the cleaning product for 1 minute and lets it work for 5 minutes.1

Once this operation is completed, start the engine and accelerate at a speed between 2,000 
and 2,500 rpm for 5 minutes. Run the engine at idle speed.

2

Once the treatment is done, stop the engine, disconnect the machine and reset the 
connections to the original setting.

4

Then, pour the washing liquid into the DPF tank. The machine will inject the product within 1 
minute. Accelerate at a speed between 2,000 and 2,500 rpm for five minutes.

3

Proxind Informs

Automated cleaning at your convenience
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Diesel particulate filter cleaning machine.

SPECIFICHE DATI

Dimensions of the standard model: 161 x 232 x 339 mm (W x H x D)

Weight of standard model:  5 Kg

Power supply: 12 Vdc - from car battery terminal with special 
power cord

Oil pump: Vectra gear pump with direct attachment 

Additional tank: 1 or 3 litres with minimum level sensor

Inner pipe: Pipe with quick-connect fittings

Customizable treatment: It is possible to use the cleaning liquid alone or to 
clean and rinse using two different products. 
The time needed for the treatment is 
customizable based on the product use.

SPECIFICATIONS TECHNICAL DATA
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